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The most comprehensive meaxre of the economic improvement due to the war 
effort is that afford.d br the naionai income the measure of the net production of 
commoditle and evice br all p:iva1e and public enterprises. A tentative compilation 
indicats that the ntional income wac 	120 million in the first five months against 
$1910 ni1lion in thu bamo 	:4u, a gaIn of 10.9 p.c. Since the major share of 
defense activity was cocrned. with industrial materials and equipment, the expansion of 
national income was feature by the commodity-producimig industries. These industries 
comprising nine main b]:ncht3o provicl.ed a net a1ue product of $1045 million in the 
period, under rev2ew, a gain of 15 pc ovr the first five months of 1940. Bocause 
price increases were a'oiatively s1ight 'being lImited to 4.1 p.c. a large part of the 
improvement in national Licome resulted from an increase in the quantity of commodities 
and service produced. 

The expansion in ecorueraic activity since 1939, and especially the rise in 
employment, resulted in a marked increase in 'the national income, and consequently in the 
national power of saving. Those figures indicate a record national money income for 
1941, well in ozoess of the best pro-.deorossion years. 

Funda.ental factors iKicating the trend of economic conditions averaged 
mach higher in the first five months of th present yar than in the same period of 1940. 
The feature of tho period was thi high level of proctivo •..perations, the official index 
being about 128 as compared. with 113 in tho same period one year ago. The gain of 13 
p.c. represented advances throughout the groter part of the economic activities of the 
Canadian poop1e 

A minor advance was also recorded in wholesale prices. Recent indexes 
indicated that the intermediate high point of 1937 has now been exceeded. Immediately 
upon the outbreak of hostilities, wholesale prices showed a marked advance, which has 
been extended by a more moderate upward trend commencing twelve months ago. The index of 
commodity prcos on the base of 1926 9  averaged 86.2 in the first five months of 1941 
against 82.8, a gain of 4.1 p.c. 

Bond prices were reirkab1y steady during the first five months of the 
present year. Slabseq3.ent to the sharp reaction in the first month of war time, Dominion 
bonds have shown a considerabl rnl1y, terminating about the first of the year. Since 
that time the market has been steady at a level somewhat above the long-term trend for 
the perio since the ed of the last war. Despite the high level of business activity 
during the first half of 1940, common stock prices and spo,i1at1vo activity were at 
extremely low levels. 

The expansion in business operations was practically general throughout the 
Canadian economic system. Iinora1 production recorded. a further advance over the high 
level of 1940. Gold receipts at 2,133000 find ounces reco_d.ed a gain of 6 p.c., and a 
minor advance was shown in coal production. The rparticipation in the war effort from 
the material side was indicated by the expansion in manufacturing production. The index 
on the base of 1935-1939 was practically 139 compared with 124.7 one year ago. The meat-
packing industry was partiilar1y active hog sJ.aughterings recording an increase of 30 
p.c. to nearly 26 mIllion head. Steel production at 961.000 long tons was uoro than 
21 p.c. greater than in the early months of 1940, while the output of pig iron rose 11 
p.c. to 513,000 tons, The automobile production, including military vehicles, was 
127,000 against 93,000 in the like period of last year, P. gain of nearly 37 p.c. The 
imports of crude petroleum and crudo bber rose 17 p.c. and 28 p.c., respectively. 

The construction industry has shared in the prosperity of the current period. 
The new business obtained by the industry during the first five months of 1941 was 
$129.7 million against $36.3 million in the same period of one year ago, a gain of 50 
p . C. 
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A barometer of industrial activity in Canada was the growth in export trade. 
Th.e total, exclusive of gold, rose from $442 million to $574 million in the period under 
review, a gain of nearly 30 p.c. The advance in imports, testifjod to the large 
quantities of commodities required in the war effort. The total was $530 million against 
$405 million in the same period of 1940, a gain of 30.8 p.c. The excess of exports over 
imports was $43.2 million against $36.7 miflion. The distribution of commodities and the 
handling of war materials has added greatly to railway traffic. The increase in this 
comparison was more than 15 p.c. to 1,223,000 cars. The gains in the gross revenue of 
the two main railway systems ranged around 30 P.C. 

The Economic Bacicrourd 

Already, due to the war, Canada has attained an importance among the nations 
of the world such as could not otherwise have been reached for generations. The outbreak 
of hostilities in 1939 was the signal for increased production, due to the development 
of extensive markets for commodities necessary for the prosecution of the war.. 

During the last four months of 1939, this transformation from a peacetimo 
economy was merely in its initial stages. Since then, it has become the primary issue 
in Canada's economic life. The physical volume of business increased by about 35 p.c. 
in the first five months of 1941 over the same period of 1939, setting an all-time 
record. iear1y all the labour classed as Iemp1oybieft  in normal times is now at work, 
along with a considerable number who would not ordinarily be working for salaries and 
wages. This latter reserve, composed of people "employable" only in an emergency like the 
present, will be clra:n on further as the volume of business operations increases, until 
a condition of maximum production is reached. Canadian industry must be constantly 
stimulated until the Dominion is adequately armed, and the United K1n.om supplied with 
sufficient materials. 

War contracts were at the basis of the economic expansion of the period., an 
advance which reached new levels during the first part of 1941. The Department of 
Munitions and Supply and its two predecessor purchasing bodies placed contracts, on 
Canadian and British account, amounting to more than $1,700 million. Capital commitments, 
representing the investment in new plants and equipment, together with expansion of 
existing plants, totalled $511 million. Of this amount 26 p.c. was invested under 
British auspices and 35 p.c. under Canadian, the remainder being on joint account. 
The latter amount, included allotments to companies owned and administered, by the Crown, 
and also financial support for the production of semi-finished commodities to meet a 
variety of war needs. 

AORI C1'JLTUE 

Although agricultural expansion was less marked last year than in some 
other important lihes of production, progress was still considerable. In time of war, 
a bountiful crop is especially valuable, since large quantities of farm produce are 
required for the fighting forces, as well as for the population in allied countries. 

An index of agricultural output rose from 104.4 in 1939 to 111.3, the 
highest standing in any year since 1928. The latest official estimate of the 1940 
wheat crop was 551.4 million bushols. This total exceeded the heavy lwoduction of 1939 
by 30.8 million kashels, and was the second largont crop in Canadian history. The crop, 
added to the carryover of about 300 million bushels on July 31 created a storage problem 
which at first caused some anxiety. The visible supply on June 20 0  1941 stood. at 47001 
million bushelá against 279.9 million in the preceding year. Export clearances were 
151.7 million against 139.6 million In the corresponding weeks of the preceding crop 
year. 

The oat crop showed a slight recession at 380.5 million bushels, gains being 
recorded in flax and barley. The production of potatoes rose about 6 million cwt to 
42.3 million. The gross value of field crops, estimated. at $651.2 million, was 5 p.cm 
loss than the $685.8 million computed for 1939, but higher than that recorded for any 
other year since 1930. 

Agriculture contributes to the war effort by meeting Britain 1 s requirements 
for bacon, cheese, evaporate(i milk, and canned fiiIts and vegetables. The British 
Ministry of Food asked for 8,176 0 000 lb. of bacon weelcly until October 3].. Hog 
marketings in 1940 were 5- millions, an increase of nearly 49 p.c. over 1939. The 
Ministry also ordered 112 million pounds of cheddar cheese in the twelve months 
following April 1, 1941, and one million cases of eveporated milk, 48 onpound tins 
to the case, to be delivered in the present fiscal year. 



Cash in:ome from the sale of farm products was $714.7 million in 1940, as 
compared with $702.3 million 7rL 1939. This total fiire was the highest since the record 
of $922.3 mi11ion estab].ished in 1929- The 5.ncrease over the preceding year, however, 
was balanced y slightly increased labour costs and somewhat higher prices for necessi-
ties. Cash sales in the irairie provinces during the first quarter of the present year 
were estimated at $64.2 ml1ion against $43.1 million in the same period of 1940. A 
continuance of the high level was indicated for the second quarter. 

OREStY 
Al! indications point to an excellent year for the pulp and paper industry 

in 1941. The output of nwsprir.t and fine paper increasd. considerably and plants 
were operating on a basis ne.rr to capacity han for some years. Newsprint production 
during the first five months of 1941 was 1347,437 tons, representing an increase of 
1.6 per cent over the 1,323,644 tons producec during the corresponding pr1od of 1940. 
In April 1941 3  however, the unused capacity of the newsprint mills, currently in 
operation amounted to nearly 22 per cent of their total effective capacity. Present 
prospects are that a good deal of this capacity will remain unutilized throughout 1941. 
Ecports of planks and boards for the first five months of the year under review recorded 
a 	7 per cent increase ovc he siuiJ.a period of the preceding yearc 

These increases, admittedly, are largely due to the war situation, which 
has virtually eliminated, the Scandinavian and German newsprint exports that formerly 
competed with Canadian tonnage As tho competitive exports had averaged 700,000 tons 
per year in the three preceding years, the dcmand in the United. States for the Canadian 
product expanded sh.arpl. lecr the first three months of 1941, American imports of 
European newsprint were less than a tenth of the total for the corresponding period of 
the preceding year. This, in turn, had been approximately a quarter of the amount 
imported during the first three months of 1939. Total newsprint consumption by American 
publishers, on the other hand, showed a S7 per cent increase in the first foir months 
of the year under review over the corresponding period of 1940. While the total increase 
in shipments of Canadian newsprint for the first five months of 1941 as compared with 
the similar months of 1940 was 2.5 per cent, the increase in shipments to the United 
States was undoubtedly much greater. 

The lumber industry affords an example of how Canadians can better utilize 
their abundant resources, and thus conserve foreign excrange for the purchase of war 
necessities. The ::orest industries tend to distribute Canadian population and Canadian 
economic activity mor2 evenly and more widely than either agriculture or mining. 

MINING 

The mining industry i. contributing heavily to Canada's war effort, while 
maintaining its uninterrupted advance over the last fifteen years. During 1940, total 
mineral production reached an all-time record of $529.2 million. A ftrther increase 
was noted during the first five months of 1941, the index rising 4.5 p.c. over the 
corresponding period of 1940. 

The upward trend in gold production which had prevailed. in 1940 was continued 
in the first five months of 1941, a gain of 6.0 p.c. being recorded over the same puriod 
last year. The price of gold remained steady at $38.50 per fine ounce. Silver shipments, 
however, fell off by 12.6 p.c. for the period under review as compared with the first 
five months of 1940. 

In the fuels group, the upward trend in coal production continued, the gain 
for the first five months of 1941 over the same period of the preceding year having 
been 2.6 p.c. Employment in the mining industry showed a gain of 2.3 p.c. as comparod 
with the corresponding period of 1940. 

3BCTRIC_P0WE. 

The large increase in lectric power production was due mainly to the 
acceleration in mining and industrial operations. Any apprehension as to shortage of 
power was allayed by the concerted action of the governments of Canada and the United. 
States toward further development in the St. Lawrence basin. Additional power made 
available for Ontario would be one million horse power from the St. Lawrence waterway 
development, 100,000 h.p. from the Nipigon river and 200,000 from Niagara. 

Neo water-power installation during 1940 was about 300,00 horse poeer, 
bringing total hydraulic development ar of January 1, 1941 to 8,584,000 horse power. 
The larger of the two new stations brought into operation during the year was the 
178,000 h.p. plant of the St. Maurice Power Co. at La Tuque, quebec. Another 



O.nrplopraent wr.s the 7,500 horse power Hollow Bridge plant of the Avon River Power Co. 
i Black River in iTova Scotia. The larger additions to existing plants included, a 

53,000 h.p unit installed in the Beauharnois station on the St. Lawrence River and two 
units of 25,000 h.p each in the West Kootenay Power, Light Co., Upper Bonnington 
Station in British Columbia. Work was commenced on the construction of the Barrett 
chute development on Iiad.awaska river about five miles above Calabogie village, the 
plant to have a rated capacity of 56,000 h.p. 

These installations brought the development to considerably more than four 
times the standing at the end. of 1914 when Canada engaged in the last war. Canada's 
water power is fortunately locatOd in fairly close proximity to her manufacturing centres, 
her largest mineral deposits and pulpwood supplies. 

Production in the first five months was 13.17 million kilowatt hours against 
11.50 million in the same period of 1939. The output of firm power for use in Canada 
recorded a much greater gin. 

1,LATUPA0TURI1TG 

The industrial activity of the Dominion has been on a steadily rising tempo, 
the index of manufacturing production advancing more than 43 p.c. in the first five 
months of the present year over the same period of 1939. Canada has been turned into 
an arsenal of xnpire where war equipment is produced on a large scale in factories that 
are exempt from the risks of aerial bombing. 

The increase in the number employed over the first four months of 1939 was 
no less than 41 p.c. It is probable that approximately half of the persons employed 
in manufacturing in the Dominion are now engaged more or less directly on production 
associated with war-time needs. This concentration is manifested in unproced.ented high 
levels in the working forces of the iron and steel, non ferrous metal, electrical appa-
ratus and supply and chemical industries, although the acceleration also extends to 
most other lines of manufacturing. The production of ships, aircraft and the various 
classes of lath vehicles has reached a stage where a definite shortage of labour is 
envisaged, a situation which has necessitatedd, the mobilization of the training resources 
of the Dominion. 

Manufacturing is a great cooperative undertaking, making the three-fold 
alliance of the primary producers, the makers of finished products and the consumer. 
In time of war the manufacturing industry is even more cooperative, for it provides the 
sinews that lead us to victory. It becomes a concentration of enerr leading to one 
definite goal, the supplying of the armed forces with all that they require for winning 
the war. The cooperation of the manufacturer in a democratic world becomes overwhelming 
in its strength when it has been geared to full wartime production. 

The expansion in the primary iron and steel industry was typical. The output 
of steel ingots and castings rose from 472,000 short tons in the first five months 
of 1939 to 961,000 in the same period of the present year. The advance in the production 
of automobile cars and trucks including military vehicles was to 127,000 against 79,00 
in the same months of the last peace-tine year. 

C0STRUCTION 

The speeding up of production resulting from Canada's increasing war effort 
has brought about a notable expansion in almost every part of the Canadian economy. 
The construction Industry participated, fully in the betterment of economic conditions 
during the period. It was the policy of the government to rely first of all upon 
existing plants for securing supplies of munitions. As existing eaipment proved inade-
quate the magnitude of extensions and new construction became an index of Canada's 
participation in the war effort. This expansion is taking place upøn the initiative of 
and the plants are retained by the Dominion government. 

The statistics of contracts placed during the first five months reflect 
this transformation, the total being about 123 p.c. greater than in the same period of 
1939. The main classes of construction directly concerned with Canada's war effort 
showed expansion in 1940. Contracts placed for public buildings amounted to $57.9 
million against $9.9 million in the preceding year. Industrial plants, mainly as the 
result of war demands, mounted from $22.8 million to $121.8 million. LIngineering 
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rojcct3 despite the mn.rkcd rcd.uetion in highway construction rose about $10 million to 
ilior and biiildi:g for commercial purposes expanded from 55 million in 1939 

o 5104 6 

TRAISP0RTATI0 

Transportation also is playing an important part in Canadats war effort. A 
transport controller was appointed to co—ordinate the movement of war supplies and 
ordinary commercial traffic, and assist in the even flow of raw materials to factorios 
and finished products to destination and export outlets. 

Railway gross earnings for the first four months of 1941 were $151.4 million. 
This represented an increase of 27 P.C. over the first four months of the preceding 
year. Both rail and water traffic luring 1940 were heavier than in any year of the 
last decade. Revenue freight carried by railways amounted to 97,531,000 thons last 
year compared with 84,180,000 tons in 1939, a gain of nearly 16 p.c. Large increases were 
recorded in coal, 11UL5r, building materials, iron and steel, automobiles, paper and 
wood pulp but total agricultural products, due largely to wheat, showed a decline. This 
expansion was maintained during the first two months of 1941, which recorded a 12 p.c. 
increase over the corresponding period. of 1940. Shipments of iron and steel and of 
forest products continued the advance. 

Traffic through the Welland Ship Canal reached a new high record at 
12,900000 tons in 1940, an increase of 10 p.cl over the previous record made in 1939, 
the increases In coal, ore, sand and gravel, gasoline oils, pig iron, more than off-
setting the deci-oz-.au of 1,059,000 tons of grains and other agricultural products. 
Freight passing through the Canadian and United States locks at Sault Ste...Marie also 
was the heaviest since 1929 amounting to 89,858,000 tons, mostly iron ore and coal 
between United. States ports. 

Air transportation continued to expand., the number of revenue passengers 
carried increasing to 137,690 compared with 110,862 in 1939 and the average length of 
the journey increasing from 197 to 279 miles. Freight carried, which is largely to 
and from the northern mines, dropped from 21,253,364 to 16,686,214 pounds, but the 
mail carried increased from 1,900,000 pounds in 1939 to 2,737,000 pounds. 

DOMTIC TRADZ 

The highest level of industrial activity in Cannd.ian history, with expanding 
payrolls, higher wages and generally increased purchasing power, supplied an important 
stimulus to retail trade. A combination of influences led to a marked Increase in 
retail purchases. 'While the gains were general for all classes of merchandise the 
advance was at first most marked in durable consumers goods. The marked gain in these 
levels was attributable both to replacements delayed for some years and also to buying 
in anticipation of shortages in imported. products. The increase in retail sales was 
due to a gain In the cuantity of goods cold aewell as to a rise in price levels. The 
index of retail food prices averaged 10.6 per cent greater in the first four months 
of 1941 than in the same period of the last peace—time year while the dollar sales 
of grocery and meat stores rose 23 p.c. In the sane comparison. An increase of 14 p.c. 
in retail clothing prices compares with gaIns of 43 p.c. and 41 p.c. in dollar sales of 
men's and woments clothing stores, respectively. 

Dollar sales of wholesale merchants In the first four months of 1941 
exceeded the total of the same period of 1939 by 37 p.c. This increase was considerably 
greater than that recorded by retail dealers. Greater dollar returrE from wholesale 
commerce were general in 411 trades and in the five economic areas. The automotive 
equipment and hardware trades recorded the largest gains amunting to 63 p.c. and 66 
p.c. each. The increase recorded in wholesale grocery dollar sales was 30 p.c. It 
was stated to be partly due to higher wholesale prices, which, in the early part of 
1941, increased about 17 p.c. over 1939. In the dry goods trade the wholesale dollar 
transactions increased by 45 p.c. partly due no doubt to price increases. The gain in 
the actual volume of wholesale transactions in these important fields, as distinct from 
price rises, was therefore considered to have been pronounced over the same period of 
the last peace—time year. 

TIAL TRADE 

Canadian prosperity has always been dopondont to a large extent on the 
export trade which is particularly vital to the economy of Canada. Abundant natural 
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resources encourage the production of a considerable nubor of commodities far in excess 
of the noma1 rcquircr.ionts of the domestic market 	There are conversely products, 
especially raw materials, difficult or impossible to produce in this country and neces-
sary importation of these products encourages an exchange of goods in international 
markets. The export of merchandise, excluding gold s  was ...I,6 million in the first 
five months of 1941 against$372.8  million in the same porod of 11 939 a gain of 54 p.c. 

As imports were $530.4 million in the first five months of the year, the 
excess of exports over imports was greatly reduced from the standing two years ago. 
The loss of export markets on the continent of u.rpe during the first year of war was 
more than offset by expansion in the purchases of other countries0 

As the Canadian population increases and the facility for distribution, 
improves, the range of goods that may be efficiently manufactL :ed for the home market is 
being constantly widened. As industry has developed a striking trend has been the 
over increasing importation of raw materials, n: native to Canada, for manufacture to 
meet our own requirements. This is in contrast to the tmportation of finished products 
from other countries which in earlier years was the ruler. 

The great growth in our trade during the current period has been a wartime 
phenomenon. The war has created an urgent but temporary demand from abroad for Canadats 
metals and rnanufacturcd goods, while large quantities of comnodities required in the 
war effort have been thpored.. 

M.' G 

The notice deposits of the chartered banks attained a new maxirn in the 
spring of 1941, reflecting the accumulation of funds in preparation for the purchase of 
the Victory loan, offered during June. The amount at the end of tay was $1,695.2 million, 
a gain of more than $52 million over the same date one year ago0 Commercial loans 
recently passed the billion-dollar mark, the total on Wr 31 having been $1,031.8 
million. The strong liquid position of the banks in recent years,buttressed by the 
operations of the Bank of Canada, has facilitated the expansion of credit required in 
connection with the war effort. 

The public note circulation denoting the chartered bank and Bank of Canada 
notes outstanding other than the holdings of the charterd banks, has shown a steady 
increase since 1932. The total on Lpril 30 was 362 million contrasting with an average 
of $294, million in 1940. The total money supply incli.ng deposits averaged $3,082 
million last year, the maximum in banking history. 

1otwithstanding the inactivity on speculative exchanges cash and cheque 
payments were estimated at $44,211 million in 1940, a higher revc1 than in any of the 
preceding nine years with the single exception of 1936. The total during May was 
estimated at $4,208 million against $4,198 million in the same month of 1940. The 
expansion in banking operations was a counterpart of the acceleration of the war effort, 
implying advances in oommodity prices and in the vc].ume of production. 

BUSINZSS INDEY  

The outstanding economic development of recent months is the spectacular 
advance In business operations. The index of the physical volume of business averaged 
127.9 during the first five months of 1941 as against 113.3 in the corresponding period 
of 1940, a gain of 12.9 P.C. The above index for the early months of 1940 was 
approximately equal to the peak reached in 1929, during the last prosperity period. 
The advance since that time carries the index into now high territory. 

The producers' goods industries, in which the expansion of the initial 
war months was well maintained, were responsible for the greater part of the Increased 
industrial activity In the period under review. The index for the production of capitol 
goods rose 20.4 p.c. over the first five months of 1940, as compared with a 4.4 p.c. 
rise in the consumers' goods index over the corresponding period0 

W1o1esale prices recorded a rise of 4.1 pnc. for the initial five monts 
of 1941 over the similar period of the preceding year, thus maintaining the gradual 
upward movement which marked the later stages of 1940 

Capitalized bond yields recorded a gain oi' 57 p.c. as compared with the 
first five months of last year. : 
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the Economic Situation of Canada for the five months 
of 1941, compared .ith the same period of 1940. 

Unit or First Five Months Increaseq+ 
item oase 1941 1940 Decrease - 

oeriod. 
NationEa 	(Tentative Compilation) $000 2,119559 1,910,893 + 10.9 
Comod.Ity $000 1,045,489 882,360 + 18.5 
Comriody 	Ine, $000 442,327 399,534 + 10.7 
Pacilitatir, $000 631,743 628,999 + 	0.4 

T,jo2. 

Index of Phscal Volume of Business 19359100 127.9 113.3 + 12.9 
Index of iaclustra1 Production 1935-9100 139.9 123.7 + 134.1 
Wholesale Prices 1926100 86,2 82.8 + 4.1 
Index of Comrion StocK Prices 1935.-9100 6.9 86.6 22.7 

Capiaiied Jund. Fields, Dominion 1935-9=100 104.2 98.6 + 5,7 
Mining Sock Prices 1935-9=100 75.1 91.1 - 17.6 
Bank Debii $000 14569,470 14,320,106 + 1.7 

rodp_and enera1 Business 
Mineral Production 1935-9100 126.6 121.1 + 4.5 
gold Rocepts Pine 0z 2,133,248 2 0 013,036 + 6.0 
Silver Shipment6 Pine Oxs. 7,288,601 8,339,123 - 12.6 
Coal Proa.uatior. Tons 7,167,252 6,982 0 494 + 2.6 

ManufacturIng Production 1935-9100 138.9 124.7 + 11.4 
Flour Prd'iction (first 4 Mos,) BUs. 5,777,126 5,114,428 + 13.0 
3iigar &nufactured Lbs. 263,580,726 276 9 339,768 + 4.6 
Cattle Slaughteringo No. 638,736 645,084 - 1.0 
Hog S1auhtcring No. 2,599,892 2 9 003,096 + 30.0 
Cigarett 	releaed No. 3,143,560 6 602 3,125,320761 + 0.6 
Cigars roleasec. No. 71,256,024 60,883,499 + 17.0 
Leather lcos and. Shoes(First 4 Mos.) Pairs 8,539,711 8,172,648 + 4,5 
Raw Coiton Oonsumption lbs. 82,705,181 80,502,187 + 2.7 
Papor and Lurthor - 

News:prir.t  Podctioa Tns 1,47,437 1,326,644 + 1.6 
xports of Planks and Boards H ft. 782,052 739,828 + 5. 7 

Iron and Steel 
Steel Ingot Production Long Tons 961,272 792,033 + 21.4 
Pig Iron Production Long Tons 513,238 460,971 + 11.3 

,utomobi1e and Allied Industries - 
Autornoiile Production, Cars and trticks No. 127,118 92,982 + 36.7 
Petrol3-wrI Imports 000 Ga1s. 460,563 393,344 + 17.1 
Cru.de Rubber Imports Lbs. 49,437,563 38,651,615 + 27.9 

Construction 
Contracts Awarded $ 129,719,100 86,338,500 + 50.2 
Buildiflg PermIts 1/ $ 39,972,042 27,214,302 + 46.9 

ElectrIc 	?1on 000 K.W.H. 13,172,319 12,389 9 620 + 6.3 
Extcrnal Trade .. (x) 

Exports $ 573,567,943 442,089,373 + 29,8 
Iinperts $ 530,360,701 405,395,950 + 30,8 
Thccss of c:pors over imports $ 	+ 	43,207,242 + 	36,693,423 

Rai1wai 
Carlcad.ing3 No. 1,22:3,477 1,060,351 + 15,4 
Gross Revenie C.LR. 	(Canadian Lines)$ 98 ; 974,000 76,722,171 + 29.0 
cross Revenue 	C.P.R. $ 81,343,00 61,194,000 + 32.9 

ploymert 	4 rncaithsl average unadjusted. - 
Gerera1 Index 1926m100 136,5 114.0 + 19.7 
Manufa'tur.n 149.7 121.1 + 23.6 
Loggi; 229.5 183.5 + 25.1 
Mlnini 169.9 166.1 + 2.3 
Contructic. 87.2 60.5 + 44,1. 
BuIld 1110 48.6 +118.4 
HIghway 86.8 7969 + 8.6 
Trade 150.6 139,7 + 7.8 

Banking - 	moiithsl average - 
Notjc3 and. Du.ad DeposIts $ 2,760,972,200 2,484,352,435 + 11.6 
Ourrent Loar.s $ 1,012,856,430 964,121,957 + 5.1 
Security Holdixigs $ 1,772,750,880 1,620,672,067 + 9.4 

arada__ 33.115.646 52.552.667 - 37.0 
(x) 	ciuii: 	1cL 	1/58 4mtcipa1itiee. 
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